Accessibility of the ribosomal genes to micrococcal nuclease in Physarum polycephalum.
In Physarum polycephalum most genes coding for ribosomal RNA are not integrated in chromosomes, but are located in many copies in the nucleolus as plasmid-like palindromic DNA molecules. To find out whether coding sequences of rDNA are organized in a chromatin-like structure similar to that of bulk chromatin, nuclei were treated with micrococcal nuclease and DNA fragments were isolated. From bulk chromatin multimers of a basic unit of 170-180 base pairs were obtained. Nuclease fragmented DNA hybridized with labelled 19-S + 26-S rRNA was found to give the same saturation value as did unfragmented control DNA. No preferential degradation of ribosomal genes to acid soluble products was observed. A more detailed analysis of the nuclease degradation products was carried out with fragments separated by preparative gel electrophoresis. DNA eluted from the gels was hybridized in solution with labelled 19-S + 26-S rRNA. The coding sequences of rRNA were found to be degraded to approximately nucleosome size slightly more quickly than was the DNA of bulk chromatin. However, the distribution of the rDNA fragments on the gels did not coincide with the distribution of the fragments derived from bulk chromatin nucleosomes and their oligomers. The amount of rDNA in the interband regions was about intermediate between that found in the two adjacent bands. These results lead to the conclusion that the ribosomal genes, most of which are presumably active during rapid growth, are protected by proteins, probably histones. However, the ribosomal genes are present in a structure differing in some way from that of bulk chromatin.